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Spigen 565CS21088 mobile phone case
(565CS21088)
Galaxy S8 Case Crystal Wallet Blue Coral
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 15.27 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 3.21 €

Product details:
Product code: 565CS21088
EAN: 8809522191188
Manufacturer: Spigen

18.48 €
* VAT included
Simplify your shopping essentials with the new Spigen Crystal Wallet for the Samsung Galaxy S8 without sacrificing an
ounce of protection and style! Enjoy the latest, clear TPU design of our Crystal Wallet while seamlessly concealing up to
two cards under its quickly accessible sliding cover. The innovative design keeps your cash and cards safe unlike other
wallet cases that suffer from open security issues. Its dual-layered casing shields your brand new Samsung Galaxy
while its stylish look gives zero impression that it also doubles as a wallet!
- Extreme dual-layer protection made of a clear TPU and PC back
- Conveniently stores and seals two cards from open security issues
- Precise cutouts for quick access and raised lips to protect screen/camera
- Tactile buttons to ensure quick responsiveness and haptic feedback
- Slim profile provides pocket-friendliness and comfort in every grip
Main specifications:

Features
Maximum screen size compatibility:
Case type:
Product colour:
Brand compatibility:
Compatibility:

5.8 "
Cover case
Blue
Samsung
Galaxy S8

Design
Surface coloration:
Card pocket:
Material:

Monotone
Y
Polycarbonate,Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)

Technical details
Colour name:

Blue Coral

Packaging content
Quantity per pack:

1 pc(s)

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

